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OVERVIEW

• Making Sense of Current Federal Law and Enforcement Policies

• Federal Laws

• Current Federal Enforcement Priorities

• Internal Guidelines

• Marijuana Business Contracts and Transactions

• Enforceability of Marijuana Contracts

• Federal Law

• Types of Contracts

• Contingencies

• Choice of Law and Venue

• Severability Terms

• Independent Consideration

• Arbitration Clauses
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FEDERAL LAWS REGARDING MARIJUANA

• Controlled Substances Act

• Signed into law in 1970 to be a framework for regulating all drugs.

• Classifies and regulates drugs from cough syrup to methamphetamine.

• Gives the Drug enforcement Administration and the Food and Drug 
Administration the responsibility of classifying drugs.

• Commerce clause authority

• Gonzales v. Raich: Marijuana grown in a man’s home and consumed locally was 
found to be interstate commerce.
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TREND OF NON-ENFORCEMENT

• Recent Method of handling the problem.

• August 29, 2013: “Cole Memo” by Obama Administration

• Prioritizes cartels, drugged driving, black-market marijuana, federal lands, 
violence, and marijuana to minors.

• Moving forward, this may be problematic since it does not give any 
guidance to citizens.
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TREND OF NON-ENFORCEMENT

• January 5, 2018: Jeff Sessions published a memo rescinding the Cole Memo. 

• In the memo, Sessions directs all U.S. Attorneys to enforce the laws enacted by 
Congress, and follow well-established principles when pursuing prosecutions 
related to marijuana activities. 

• This change leaves state-legal marijuana in a more troublesome position. 

• January 15, 2019: In a confirmation hearing, new AG nominee William P. Barr said 
he would not prosecute the possession and sale of marijuana in states that had 
legalized it, signaling a return to the Obama-era policy of non-enforcement. 

• However, he may be interested in passing a “federal law that prohibits 
marijuana everywhere,” but in the meantime will not disrupt states from their 
expectation of marijuana legality. 
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HOME RULE CONSIDERATIONS

• Home Rule involves the authority of a local government to prevent state 
government intervention with its operations. 

• The extent of its power, however, is subject to limitations prescribed by state 
constitutions and statutes. 

• Pure or limited Home Rule states include:

• Colorado, Nevada, Maine, Oregon, Alaska, California, Washington, and  
Massachusetts

• In Colorado, home rule extends to marijuana sales tax
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FUTURE POSSIBILITY: FEDERAL RECLASSIFICATION

• This is one of the most popular solutions to the federal and state law 
conflict.

• The problem is that the CSA still only allows drugs for medical uses.

• Reclassification under the CSA would mean recreational marijuana 
remains federally illegal. Rather than reclassifying within the CSA, it 
may be better to remove marijuana from the CSA entirely.

• Would allow regulation more similar to alcohol.

• Legislation has been introduced, but failed.
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PROPOSED LEGISLATION

• Small Business Tax Equity Act (H.R. 1118)

• Bill would create an exception in the tax code to allow businesses operating 
in compliance with state law to claim deductions and credits associated with 
the sale of marijuana like any other legal business.

• MORE Act of 2019 (S. 2227)

• Bill would decriminalize cannabis, would remove cannabis companies from 
being subject to section 280E, and impose a 5% tax on cannabis products that 
would be reinvested in expunging cannabis convictions and providing loans 
to support minority-owned cannabis businesses 
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FUTURE POSSIBILITY: REPEAL STATE LEGALIZATION

• If state legalization measures are removed, the conflict is solved.

• This would have many negative impacts:

• Shut down the expansive legal marijuana industry.

• Remove taxes that local governments rely on.

• Vacant buildings, concentrated in industrial districts.

• This is an unlikely solution since public approval of legalizing marijuana 
is on an upward trend.
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INTERNATIONAL MARIJUANA POLICIES

• Canada recently became the second country in the world to permit a legal, 
nationwide marijuana market.

• Uruguay was the first country to legalize marijuana in 2013.

• Investments into Canadian marijuana businesses have soared.

• Mexico has legalized all medical marijuana use. 

• Complete legalization is on the horizon.

• Legalizing cannabis in Mexico could take a significant chunk of change 
and power away from the drug cartels.
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MARIJUANA BUSINESS CONTRACTS AND 
TRANSACTIONS

• Enforceability of Marijuana Contracts

• Federal Law

• Types of Contracts

• Contingencies

• Choice of Law and Venue

• Severability Terms

• Independent Consideration

• Arbitration Clauses
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ENFORCEABILITY

• Activities that are legal under state law but illegal under federal law rely on courts 
or state legislatures to decide whether the contracts involving the activity are illicit 
and therefore void under contract law.

• Marijuana business contracts are generally enforceable. 

• In West v. Portnoy (Arapahoe County), a marijuana contract was found to be 
enforceable. 

• California recently revised its Contract law to protect Cannabis Contracts on 
January 1, 2018. 

• Statute C.R.S. 13.22.601: Contracts pertaining to marijuana enforceable. 
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STATE MARIJUANA LAWS EFFECTIVE JUNE 2019

34 States and 
Washington 
DC allow 
medical. 

10 States and 
Washington 
DC allow 
adult use.
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FEDERAL ILLEGALITY ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

• Parties may attempt to use federal law as a defense to breach of a contract 
since the contract is illegal under federal law.

• Place an express provision in the contract to provide that federal law shall not 
be a defense to breach of the contract.

• Add termination clause to allow the agreement to be terminated or ended 
under circumstances specified in the clause.
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CONTRACTING AGAINST REGULATIONS

• Standard form contracts may include terms that violate state marijuana statutes and 
regulations.

• Provisions to watch for:

• Landlord entry provisions in leases.

• Repossession/entry in equipment leases.

• Security in loans and leases (ownership interest).

• Inspection clauses in loans and leases.

• Agreements with percentage of profit as consideration.
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TYPES OF CONTRACTS

• Cannabis Distribution Agreement

• Company Acquisition Contracts

• Membership Interest Agreement

• Asset Purchase Agreement

• Employment Agreements

• Licensing and Trademark Agreements

• MGMT

• OA

• Product

• Consult

• Manufacturing

• Testing

• Prom Notes

• Transport

• Future Ownership
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CHOICE OF LAW

• Contracts with marijuana businesses should always contain choice of law and 
venue provisions.

• Unlike other contracts, the choice of law MUST be the state where the business is 
licensed, and the venue MUST be in the state where the business is licensed.

• Colorado: Enforceable by State Statute

• C.R.S. § 13-22-601 Contracts pertaining to marijuana enforceable:

“It is the public policy of the state of Colorado that a contract is not void or 
voidable as against public policy if it pertains to lawful activities authorized 
by section 16 of article XVIII of the state constitution and article 43.4 of title 
12, C.R.S.”

• Pay attention to form contracts from national businesses.
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LEASING CONSIDERATIONS

• Clearly define Permitted Uses

• Landlord access restrictions

• Lease terms and market volatility

• Improvements 

• Termination

• Deposits

• Sublet clause

• First refusal

• Renewal

• Security

• IBO
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UNDERESTIMATING ZONING

• Zoning can significantly impact the business opportunities of clients:

• Plant counts;

• Use by right;

• Use by review.

• Before signing leases or buying property:

• Check the zoning ordinance;

• Confirm with zoning office;

• Understand the political climate (is zoning 

likely to be changed in the near future?).
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ARBITRATION CLAUSES IN MARIJUANA CONTRACTS

• Pros:

• May be important in states where enforceability is uncertain.

• Can foster an venue for safe and open discussion of marijuana-related issues.

• Cons:

• Costly

• Questionable objectivity

• Inability to appeal
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OTHER DRAFTING ISSUES

• Force Out clauses

• Divorce

• Death

• Estate Issues
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RISK OF CIVIL ASSET FORFEITURE

• Since cultivating, manufacturing, and distributing marijuana and federal 
crimes, real property used for marijuana is subject to asset forfeiture. 

• Innocent owner defense to forfeiture is usually not available to marijuana 
landlords since the landlord must know of and approve of the nature of the 
business

• Carefully draft the lease to include exactly what conduct is allowed, hours, 
etc. to minimize risk. 

• Off-the-shelf leases are not sufficient for marijuana businesses. 
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SUBJECT MATTER

• How you describe the contract subject may influence a court’s 
determination of legality.

• May be beneficial to use broad descriptions of marijuana products or 
services to avoid blatant illegality concerns. 
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SEVERABILITY CLAUSES

• Provision in a contract which states that if parts of the contract are held to 
be illegal or otherwise unenforceable, the remainder of the contract 
should still apply

• These are especially important in marijuana contracts, since the chance of 
a court finding a portion of the contract illegal is increased. 

• A partial contract is better than no contract. 
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INDEPENDENT CONSIDERATION

• Separate consideration for different marijuana products or services will 
further the purposes of severability.

• If one part of the contract is found illegal, but another portion is 
permitted AND has independent consideration, you will likely be able to 
save at least a portion of your agreement. 
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CONVERTIBLE DEBT

• Equity financing often requires issuing convertible notes similar to promissory 
notes (loans with interest, payable on or before a maturity date), but enable 
investors to convert the debt into equity (often preferred company stock).

• Because “small, closely held business investors” are most seduced by a 
significant equity percentage, founders must often provide a substantial 
portion of a corporation’s shares or limited liability company’s membership 
interest.

• For example, a business issues a promissory note with a 2-3 year term and, if 
it raises more money during that period, the note holder may convert debt to 
shares issued based on company’s valuation during a subsequent raise. 
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FUNDING TYPES AND SOURCES

• Events triggering “Conversion” include:

• Loan outstanding beyond its maturity date;

• Company raised defining capital amount in priced equity round’

• Sale of company; or

• Change in “control” (ex: change in entity’s effective control or ownership; sale of a 
large portion of company’s assets)

• “Business Valuation” may be needed to obtain equity financing

• A dispensary seeking to raise $500,000 of build out expenses will be more successful if 
demonstrating business’s 1,00,000 post-money valuation. 

• Valuation of “plant touching” cannabis businesses often hinge on how many licenses 
their state has issued, the fewer of which the higher the “pre-money value” a startup can 
claim
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PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE

• Marijuana law is rapidly changing.

• It is important to keep up with pending law changes otherwise clients may 
miss business opportunities or be unprepared.

• City council meetings.

• Local news sources.

• Marijuana-specific news sources.
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CONCLUSION

• Marijuana law is rapidly changing.

• It is important to keep up with pending law changes otherwise clients may miss 
business opportunities or be unprepared.

• City counsel meetings.

• Local news sources.

• Marijuana-specific news sources.

• Marijuana contracts are unique and must be drafted carefully.
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Structuring Enforceable Contracts in the 
Cannabis Industry

• Breach of contract actions are abundant in the cannabis industry. 
Why?

• The Culture Clash
• Industry Pioneers

• Cowboy Personality or Kumbaya/Can’t we all just get along
• Varying levels of sophistication
• Varying levels of capitalization

• Business Community
• The Movement or the Money 
• Generally more sophisticated, easily frustrated by some industry pioneers
• Generally better capitalized
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• California’s Civil Code section 1550.5 provides that 
compliant commercial cannabis activity is a lawful 
object of a contract and increases the availability of 
attorney-client privilege 

• Include escape hatch clauses in case non-compliant 
activity is occurring

• Build in audit rights to check on compliance?

Structuring Enforceable Contracts in the 
Cannabis Industry
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• Emerging businesses face an industry specific problem: speculative 
damages in a new industry

• Liquidated damages clause?

• Arbitration: If there is any concern about enforceability because of 
lawful object of contract, insist on arbitration clauses in all contracts, 
including the arbitrator determining whether the dispute is subject 
to arbitration and whether the underlying contract is illegal, and 
confirm the arbitration award in Court just like any other judgment

Structuring Enforceable Contracts in the 
Cannabis Industry
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Refusing to Enforce

- Tracy v. USAA Casualty Insurance Co., District of Hawaii, 2012, 
insurance on medical cultivation facility
- Hemphill v. Liberty Mutual Insurance Company, District of New 
Mexico, 2013, insurance to cover medical expenses as applied to 
medical cannabis
- Staffin v. County of Shasta, United States District Court, Eastern 
District of California, 2013, contracts to provide cannabis and lease a 
dispensary and cultivation space under Contract Clause claim

Courts May Refuse to Enforce Cannabis-Related 
Contracts
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Enforcing

- Green Cross Med., Inc. v. Gally, Arizona Court of Appeal, 
2017, lease for medical dispensary 

- Green Earth Wellness Center, LLC v. Atain Specialty 
Insurance Co., District of Colorado, 2016, insurance for 
medical dispensary and cultivation operations

- Mann v. Gullickson, Northern District of California, 2016, sale 
of cannabis consulting business

Courts May Refuse to Enforce Cannabis-Related 
Contracts
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• When considering leases or purchase contracts with security 
documents, make sure that your client negotiates out of the 
covenant not to use the space to violate laws

• Make sure the landlord knows what the tenant will be doing 
with the space
• Beware of civil asset forfeiture laws

• Negotiate out of the law of fixtures: grow facilities require 
building in equipment, get clarity on whether the landlord gets 
to keep the lights, irrigation system, fans, etc.

• Live/Work Arrangements- resident farmers reluctant to leave, 
beware of the accidental tenancy

Leases: A contract of a different color
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- Enforcement of a contract to buy, sell, 
or process cannabis

- Enforcement of a contract sell all or 
part of a plant-touching business 

- Enforcement of a typical business 
contract (e.g., insurance) as to a 
cannabis business

- Enforcement of a cannabis company’s 
debt other than for sale of cannabis 
products

- Damages from a cannabis company for 
torts or other violations 

Greatest Risk

Lowest Risk
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How to Mitigate the Risk of Non-
Enforcement: Create Options for Self-Help
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Court Litigation Arbitration
Public Private

Busy Judge Concerned with Appearance of 
Involvement in Illegal Activity

Retired Judge or Lawyer Being Paid by the 
Hour

Lengthy, Expensive Process Sometimes More Efficient

More Likely to Have a Clear Winner More Likely to ”Split the Baby”

How to Mitigate the Risk of Non-Enforcement: 
Arbitration
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More Mediation vs. Arbitration

Mediation:
• Entirely voluntary, but almost always a good choice
• Hard to find mediators willing and competent to resolve 

cannabis disputes, but that’s changing
• Mediation clause with teeth: mediate or no attorney’s fees

Arbitration: 
• Great if there is concern over regulatory discipline
• Draft contracts with comprehensive arbitration clauses

• “arising from” versus “relating to” 
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Special Issues for Cannabis Litigants

Bankruptcy:
• Generally not available to touch-the-plant companies, but see Garvin v. Cook Investments (9th

Circuit)

Uniform Commercial Code:
• Practitioners are just starting to embrace the power of the UCC and other statutory remedies
• Section 55631 of the California Food and Agric. Code creates a producer’s lien and states the 

following:

Every producer of any farm product who sells any product which is grown by him to any processor 
under contract, express or implied, in addition to all other rights and remedies which are 
provided for by law, has a lien upon such product and upon all processed and manufactured 
forms of such farm product, for his labor, care, and expense in growing and harvesting such 
product. The lien shall be to the extent of the agreed price, if any, for such product so sold. If 
there is no agreed price or a method for determining it which is agreed upon, the extent of the 
lien is the value of the farm product as of the date of delivery . . . .
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Pet Peeves!

• Pet Peeves:

• No more LOIs, please
• Example: LOI nonbinding until signed, then partnership

• Explain and include integration clauses

• Call out that modification in writing can be an email or a text that 
both assent to  
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Closing Thoughts

• It’s a jungle out there, people
• The best drafting in the world can’t overcome 

a party’s intent to cheat
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